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GAME INFO 
Game Name: PopstarTM 

GameID: PopStar 
Release Date: 26/03/2019 
Description: PopstarTM is a 5x4 reel, 1024 ways, videoslot in collaboration with Swedish pop 
star Erik Segerstedt. The game has a TV talent contest theme. The player will follow the story 
of a rising star, from an audition at Base Mode to the finals at the Free Spins Mode. Once there, talent 
judges will collect golden tickets from their judge symbols on the reelset. When a judge has 6 golden 
tickets, its symbol on the reels will be replaced by the top paying symbol, and the player will receive 
even more free spins. This allows the player to stay longer in the Free Spins Mode, as well as 
maximizing the wins. 

MATH 
Layout: 5x4 
Ways: 1024 
RTP: 96,70% 
Volatility: High 
Min. Bet: 0.20 
Max. Bet: 100.00 

GRAPHICS 
Aspect Ratio: 16:9 
Theme: The theme draws inspiration from Erik Segerstedt’s humble start at Idol and borrows aspects 
from other reality talent shows. 

FEATURES 
- Music: The game features material from Erik Segerstedt’s new project. 
- Erik Segerstedt’s Likeness: The likeness of the pop star has been secured, bringing a 

recognizable face to the game. 
- Variable Free Spins: In Base Mode, whenever 3 or more Scatter Symbols (“Golden 

Microphones”) land anywhere on the reelset, the player will be taken to the Free Spins Mode, 
and be awarded a variable number of free spins (6-14) depending on the number of scatters. 

- Judge Points: Once in the Free Spins Mode, the player will be able to gather “Golden Tickets” 
in 4 different Judge Containers. Each of those containers can hold 6 tickets. Once a container 
is full, the player will be awarded 2 additional free spins, and all instances of the 
corresponding Judge Symbol on the reels will be replaced by the top paying symbol.  
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LANGUAGES & CURRENCIES  

The full list of supported languages and currencies is available from the client area of our website 
(https://www.spearheadstudios.com/clients-area/) in the ‘OTHER’ section.  

COPY 
Keywords: Idol, Melodifestivalen, Melodi Grand Prix, Eurovision, Got Talent, Pop, Pop Star, Music, X 
Factor, Talent, Fame 
Taglines:  

- Rise to the top. 
- Are you nervous? 
- Will you go straight to the finals? 
- Follow Erik all the way to the top. 

CTAs:  
- Got the talent? 
- Take it away! 
- Break a leg! 
- Cue the music! 


